Mechanical Baby Scales
• Time-tested, reliable weigh beam accuracy
• No electricity required – ideal for remote clinics
• Weigh beam displays readings on both sides
• Baked-on, powder painted steel base and column
• Comfortable, polystyrene weighing tray
• Built-in measuring tape (up to 21 in / 53 cm)

DETECTO
450 | 451

DETECTO’s model 450 baby scale shown here with
130 lb x 1 oz capacity and built-in measuring tape.
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View

DISPLAYS FROM EITHER SIDE
The weigh beam reading displays from
either side, front and back, providing
superior ease of use for nurses.

TIME-TESTED WEIGHBEAM
DETECTO’s die-cast mechanical
weigh beam is world-renowned for
its high accuracy and long-term
dependability over decades of use.
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BUILT-IN MEASURING TAPE
The easy-to-read measuring tape allows
users to measure both weight and
height simultaneously (0 - 21 in/53 cm).

Mechanical Baby Scales
2 models to choose from • Durable, clinical quality
DETECTO’s 450 series mechanical baby scales provide the ultimate in
safety for pediatric patients while also utilizing the time-tested, reliable
DETECTO weigh beam for highly-accurate measurement. They are
available in capacities up to 130 pounds and 65 kilograms with your
choice of pounds or kilograms. There is no electricity required, making
them ideal for remote clinics and pediatrician offices.
The easy-to-clean polystyrene tray cradles babies securely on these
dependable pediatric scales. The heavy-duty steel base provides
patient assurance while weighing. A built-in measuring tape allows the
healthcare professional to measure both weight and height
simultaneously.
The die-cast weigh beam is positioned high above the scale base to
provide for unobstructed viewing of the baby’s weight measurement.
The baked-on, white powder paint offers a long-lasting dependable
finish. For fast mechanical measurement, DETECTO is the mosttrusted name brand in clinical weighing.

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacities

450: 130 lb x 1 oz
451: 65 kg x 20 g

Overall Dimensions

22 in W x 21 in D x 27 in H / 56 cm W x 53 cm D x 69 cm H

Tray Dimensions

22 in W x 14.75 in D x 4.5 in H / 56 cm W x 37 cm D x 11 cm H
Base and Column: White baked-on, powder-painted steel

Construction

Weighing Tray: White polystyrene

Measuring Tape

0 - 21 in / 0 - 53 cm

Shipping Weight

33 lb / 15 kg
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